
The high pressure cleaner TC-HP 2042 PC is a high-quality and powerful pressure cleaner which proves its strength especially during mobile works

and because of its small and compact construction. Ambitious cleaning works in the garden, yard or garage can be executed quickly, comfortably anf

thoroughly everywhere due to 2,000 Watt and a pressure of 150 bar. The central handgrip and the stable wheels allow pulling the high pressure

cleaner with its accessories comfortably and, thus, care for maximum mobility and simple transport. The easy accessories package and the basic

accessories package with terrace cleaner and a point-/wide jet nozzle are included in the set.

TC-HP 2042 PC

High Pressure Cleaner
Item No.: 4140730

Ident No.: 11014

Bar Code: 4006825602821

Features
Small compact construction-

Place-saving storage-

Wheels and central handle allow easy transport-

Ideal for mobile applications-

Modular Jet-Click system for versatile applications-

Versatile storage options for nozzles, pistols etc.-

Basic package included:-

spot/wide jet nozzle, patio cleaner-

Easy package included:-

pistol, lance, rotating nozzle, detergent tank, hose-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 220-240 V  |  50 Hz

- Power 2000 W

- Permissible pressure 150 bar

- Max. rated pressure 100 bar

- Delivery rate 420 L/h

- Max. water temperature 60 °C

- Max. inlet water pressure 6 bar

- Length of high-pressure hose 6 m

- Detergent tank 0.45 L

Logistic Data
- Product weight 6.884 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 10.95 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 320 x 310 x 655 mm

- Pieces per export carton 1 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 10 kg

- Dimensions export carton 325 x 310 x 635 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 410 | 900 | 1030

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved

GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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